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THE CO E VOICE
Volume XI, Number 8 AD FONTES November 3, 1987
Intoxicated bus driver arrested while
transporting men's soccer team
Street intersection construction under way.
Campus intersection is
eliminated to reduce risk
speeding through the -intersec-
tion without stopping and that
the stop sign that was previously
installed was stolen.
Hutton drew a correlation
with this construction to the add-
ed stop signs and the speed
bumps saying that there is an
overall effort to slow students
down and make the flow of traf-
fic smoother.
Charles Richards, director of
campus safety, said that the con-
struction is due to the number of
near-misses that were reported
to him andbecause of the drunk
driving accident that took place
near that intersection last year.
"We found out later that so-
meone was coming out of this
by Lisa Brouios
News Editor
To eliminate a dangerous in-
tersection in front of the North
Campus dormitories, Facilities
Operations has decided to close
off one of thp- entrances to the
parking area beside Morrisson
Lamdin, and Hamilton Dor-
mitories.
The intersection "is too
dangerous, Several near-misses
were reported to us by Campus
Safety," said Robert Hutton,
director of operations. "The
idea is that the whole parking lot
is not a thru-way." he said.
Peter Tveskov, director of
facilities operations at the Col-
lege, said that- students were See Dangerous Intersection page 7
by Chris Fallows
The College Voice
The actions of an intoxicated bus driver posed a
threat to the lives of the men's soccer team when
they returned from an away game on Thursday,
October 15th.
The driver just missed running a red light at one
point and at another did not appear to see a con-
struction arrow diverting traffic to the left until the
last second. The driver was later found by the
police to have blood-alcohol level of .24 which is
well over .10, the maximum level allowed by law.
"When 1 saw he wasn't going to stop 1 yelled
'red light' and he barely stopped in time," said
Bill Lessig, head coach of the men's soccer team.
Lessig said he was sitting in the back of the bus at
the time and that most of the players were asleep.
Lessig said he thought the driver just made a
mistake in not seeing the red light and did not
realize anything was wrong. A short time later the
bus driver failed to notice a construction sign that
narrowed the highway from two lanes to one.
Tim Smith, '90, was sitting near the front of the
bus at the time. "He was in the right lane and the
arrows were pointing left but he kept going
straight. The soccer coach screamed 'wake the bus
driver up' and we just missed hitting the sign," he
said.
At that point Lessig moved to the front of the
bus to find out what was wrong with the bus
driver. Lessig said that he talked with the bus
driver for about thirty minutes and found him to be
coherent. "I suspected he was tired," Lessig said.
After that incident, the driver had difficulty
maintaining his lane and was driving too fast, ac-
Will Pepsi replace
Coke in campus
dining halls?
by Lisa Broujos
News Editor
The close ties that Connecticut College has with
the Pepsi Cola Company are causing the Dining
Services and the S.G.A. Food Committee to con-
sider installing soda fountain machines in the din-
ing halls with Pepsi instead of the present ones ser-
ving Coke.
Considering the connections that Conn, has with
Pepsi. Quentin Nason, '87. S.A.C. Chairman,
said "It is only ethical that we switch over." He
said that Harvey Russell, a trustee of the college
has a very high position in the Pepsi Company.
Yaw Gyebi, last year's S.G.A. president currently
works for the company in Boston, President Oakes
Bill Perrin ('YO) ma.kes his choke.
Ames was given a party for his retirement by the:
company, and a great deal of money to S.A.C.'s
Harvest Fest was given by Pepsi.
"I could go on and on with things that Pepsi has
done for us," Nason said. "1 asked them to help
sponsor Harvest Fest and they did it gladly," he
said.
He also said that Conn. has"no ties with Coke
other than the taste of it." He added that in his
opinion most people prefer Coke over Pepsi, but
Conn. has no tangible gains from investing in
See Pepsi page 7
ART: New
Lill' opens
SPORTS: Women's
X-Country beats Quinnipiac.
Page 12
PROFILE: An interview
with Trudy Flannery. coor-
dinator of student activities,
MUSIC: Jazz Musician
Matthew McGarrell. Page 8
cording to Lessig. Lessig still talked to the driver
and "nursed him all the way down to Norwich."
Lessig had the driver stop in a rest area near the
state police.
"I told the driver that 1was calling my wife and
then I ran across the highway to the state police
and told them what the problem was," he said.
After Lessig
had left, the
driver. according
to Smith, said
"Come on guys,
we gotta' get you
to UCONN" and
started to drive
away. The
players on the bus
told him to wait loJIlIIll...-
and the driver stopped the bus. Coach Bill Lessig.
The state police arrived and gave the bus driver
some tests to determine if he was intoxicated and
the driver passed the tests. The police took the
driver away and the team had to wait an hour
and a half'for a replacement driver.
Two pints of whisky were later found in a trash
bag behind the driver's seat and on the overhead
rack. One was empty and the other had three-
quarters left in it. Both the players and coach
assumed that they were the driver's.
The bus is owned by Savin Bus Lines. Lessig
said, "The owner of the bus line has been very
apologetic and has sent letters to myself and
Charles Luce thanking us for supporting his com-
pany." He noted that in eighteen years of bus trips
he had never had an experience like this.
by M.W. Coffey
The College Voice
Pool closed to N.L. YMCA
"If Connecticut College can
help the Y.M.C.A. of New Lon-
don 1can safely say the College
will help them," said Charles
Luce, athletic director. This
statement is in reference to an
article by Steven Siosberg, a
reporter of The Day, which
criticized the College for closing
its pool to the 'Y.'
The Y.M.C.A. has been
without a pool or a building
since 1981 when they were
forced out of the building on
Meridian Street which was later
converted into office space. The
Norwich Y.M.C.A. is building
a new pool, while the New Lon-
don Y.M.C.A. has none.
The Y.M.C.A. aquatic pro-
gram, which includes adult
swim, aquasize, noon-swim,
and parent-tot and youth swim
has used the pool in the Crozier-
Williams Student Center since
1981. This agreement was based
on the presumption that this
would be a short term remedy
until a suitable alternative could
be found or student feedback
necessitated a change, according
to Luce.
Luce said, "The Y.M.C.A.'s
use of-the pool restricts the pro-
per development of some pro-
grams for the college communi-
ty, and the needs of the student
body are a primary goal."
Julie Bradley, aquatics direc-
tor at the Y.M.C.A., questioned
See V.M.e.A. page 7
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A "Bravo" for Bascom's Crew Column
they build character. And when transce,n~~ntalexp.erie~ce"oft~e
you consider the confusions of rowe.rs endorphin hl~h , .thls
the modern world, it's safe to classic crew song says It all.
say that the young folks will Row, row, row your boat
need a bit of character before Gentlydown the stream
they reach the end of the trail. Merrily. merrily. merrily,
And think of the numbers of merrily.
students who have managed to Life is but a dream:
avoid the pain and expense of
the psychiatrist's couch by
having good experiences in this
sportin ' life. As for the
To the Editor:
Bravo! for printing that fine
piece on rowing by Brooke
Bascom. It is a cry from the
heart, -- best thing I've seen in
the colleue newspaper in the past
five years. It is a statement of the
ancient truth that sports are good
for the soul as well as the body:
Sincerely,
Richard Birdsall
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Renovations Needed in Quad Dorms
To the Editor:
So far this year, I have
counted at least three or four
major rainstorms. I know this
because every time it does rain I
am faced with the fear that once
again the ceiling in my room is
going to leak.
While moving in at the begin-
ning of the year, I noticed a huge
waterstain on one of the walls in
my room, Regardless, I felt that
the College would never allow
any student to live in an
unlivable room. Was I wrong.
During the first rain, a chunk
of wet plaster fell from the ceil-
ing and landed directly on the
printer of my computer, I had to
use my wastepaper basket to
catch all the raindrops because
Physical Plant could not fix the
leak until the next day. Claiming
that the roof was repaired. the
men 'rom Physical Plant left the
next day saying that they would
be back in a few weeks to repaint
the ceiling and wall. A few
weeks went by and rainstorm
number two occurred. The pro-
blem was obviously not repaired
because the ceiling and wall
were dripping wet once again.
Physical Plant then proceeded to
rip a hole in the ceiling to find
the leak. Rainstorm number
three has since occurred and I
believe that once and for all the
leak has been fixed.
However, I still have a hole in
my ceiling that generates a draft
on cold nights. Physical Plant
has not been back in two weeks.
Will my room ever be in a
livable condition?
Physical Plant is by no means
completely to blame for what
has happened. A considerable
amount of the blame lies in the
College's inexcusable misuse of
funds. Branford, Blackstone and
Plant are old buildings that are in
desperate need of repairs. The
$75,000 used to renovate J.A.
and7reeman dormitories could
haye ~ee put to better use by
repairin the water problems
that DC ur not only in Branford.
but aloin Blackstone and Plant.
Clearly, the renovations made
in J .A. and Freeman were for
appearances rather than neces-
sity. I'm sure the College is
pleased with the renovations.
I'm sure the prospective students
who tour J,A. are impressed as
well ... Congratulations on a job
"well" done.
Respectfully submitted,
Karen Lauck, '90
Clarification
In last week's S.G.A. Brief on page four, the headline sh6uld have read, "New School Calendar Propos-
ed by Dean Hampton."
In last week's article. "Pinter's 'Hothouse': Auspicious Beginning for Conn. Theatre," on page eight,
the lighting for the play was done by Larry Miller. '89.
The Voice takes great pride in provldlng.the highest quality in journalism. Any corrections should be
brought to the atteotioo of the Copy Editor, Lisa Smith, c/o The College Voice, Box 1351, Connecticut
College. New London, CT 06320.
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CONNTHOUGHT
Choosing a Major:
Goals are not iron shackles
tauon IS the means.
Take my experience as an ex-
ample. I came to Conn. wanting
to major in Zoology (I was in-
terested in Marine Science) J but
one course in Biology was
enough to tell me that it wasn't
for me. I switched to Govern-
ment and found International
Relations to be interesting but I
was not enthused about all the
theory courses. Along the way I
took courses that intrigued me,
like Philosophy and Literature,
Creative Journalism, and Asian
Religion and Culture.
Mainly as a result of the Asian
Religion and Culture class and a
Government class, Asian
Political Systems, I developed
an interest in Japan 3Qd, in my
Junior year, I switched to Asian
Studies (By the way, inter-
disciplinary majors are the
best!). I am thankful that I kept
my mind open and looked
around until I found a major I
was happy with.
One of the problems of choos-
ing a major is that you are not
the only person who is involved
in your decision. With the high
cost of education. parents must
assume many students feel they
have to justify their selection
with career-oriented courses.
With an understanding of the
nature of the liberal arts college
perhaps parents would be a little
more sympathetic.
I am not advocating that
students shield their eyes from
the future. But I also don't think
that. experimenting with dif-
ferent experiences should stop
once a person graduates from
college. Goals are important but
they are not iron shackles.
Everyone should be free to reach
them any way they want to.
by Chris Fallows
John Smith is nearing the end
of his sophomore year at Con-
necticut College and has to
decide what his major will be.
He's taken and enjoyed several
philosophy courses, but he
wants a "practical" major that
will insure him a place in the
workforce. He opts, therefore,
for economics.
Of course there are more con-
siderations to be taken, but as a
simple example this is represen-
tative of a mistake I think many
students make. Choosing a ma-
jor is an important decision, but
it is one that should not be made
just to get a good job.
Understand that I am not
disparaging the choice to major
in economics, only the thought
process that resulted in that
choice. To choose a major
because its job prospects for a
graduate are good is to betray
the very meaning of a liberal arts
college.
A liberal arts college stresses
a well-rounded education and
can be contrasted with an insitu-
tion that provides technical
skills. such as an engineering
school. The purpose of the
former is to give the student a
broad education that will allow
him or her to enter anyone of a
variety of fields. The latter
trains the student in a specific
area and although different areas
within a field may be chosen, the
.person is essentially limited to
that area.
If there are many fields for the
graduate of a liberal arts college
to choos~ from. then it is
reasonable to say that the subject
for study should be chosen with
a flexible mind. I think that it is
wrong to rigidly adhere to a par-
ticular course of study. Flex- Chris Fallows writes regularly
ibility is the key and expenrnen- for the College Voice.••••••••••••• ••••••••••
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by Brooke Bascom
While at home this summer,
for lack of anything better to do I
picked up from the coffee table a
copy of "Connecticut College:
contributing to a changing socie-
ty." Snuggling down into the
couch, enjoying airconditioning
that protected me from a
sweltering 105 degrees outside,
I began to skim over an address
given by President Ames on
August I, 1986, to the
Newcomen Society of the
United States in Mystic, Con-
necticut. The address was given
in commemoration of the Col-
lege's 75th anniversary. I was
immediately struck by one par-
ticular passage at the beginning
of the speech. The passage read:
In March of 1910, a Wesleyan
Alumna, Elizabeth C. Wright,
persuaded the Hartford College
Club, whose members were
women college graduates, to
form a committee, under her
leadership, to look into the
possibility of starting a women's
college somewhere in the state.
One of the many communities
that expressed interest was New
London. Thanks to several
generous citizens, the leaders of
the movement to have the college
in the city acquired 280 acres
and $50,000 for the projecr by
the end of 1910. No other com-
munity could top this and so New
London became the first choice
of the site selection committee.
However, the Board of lncor-
porators still insisted that at
least $100,000 be raised to en-
sure that the new college would
get off to a strong stan - the
city's response was a
remarkable ten-day campaign to
which 6,000 of the 19,000
citizens contributed. The mayor
gave his year's salary; a
washerwoman gave one dollar,
saying, "I'm giving a:l I can
because I have little girls that
may go up there someday."
Each day at two in the after-
noon, the city's fire alarm would
sound to signal the number of
rhousands of dollars that had
been raised since that time the
afternoon before. By the end of
the ten days, on March 1, 1911,
the total stood at $134,824.41.
I felt a pang of shame follow-
ed by embarrassment realizing a
superior feeling over New Lon-
don I have observed in my peers
and have not been void of
myself. The opportunity to build
Connecticut College was offered
by New London with the idea
that it would benefit women in
the East but also the town.
Seventy-seven years later.
students here have turned their
noses up at New London and its
inhabitants. People like the
washerwoman are giggled about
around the lunch table. Some
students avoid the local malls
because of the people there or go
and then laugh in their cars.
Because of the College's
history, it seems strange and
somehow ironic that the Col-
lege's relationship with the town
has evolved as it has.
When I set down President
Ames' speech I had a new sense
of the College's- relationship
with New London, a response
you hopefully had. Returning
this year through New London
to Connecticut College, I felt
that rather than penetrating its
surroundings to get to the Col-
lege on the hill, I was travelling
through the foundation of the
school to the actual site.
Brooke Bascom is a regular
Voice columnist.
"The Beautiful People" at Conn. College
by Josh Motta
Throughout America there is a
ruling class - the beautiful peo-
ple: What I mean by beautiful is
a group of white. middle to up-
perclass men and women who
think they are the' chosen people
with the best values. These
beautiful people function on the
ethic that who they are and what
they stand for, status.
materialism. and indifference to
worldly concerns outside their.
daily lives. is the only right way
to live. This syndrome has been
inbred into todays beautiful
people through past generations
of cultural traditions throughout
history.
Beautiful people are not per-
sons who necessarily have good
looks. The term "beautiful peo-
pie" is given to people in
America who bel ieve that every
American should be the same
and yearn to be like them. At
Conn. College the beautiful peo-
ple syndrome eats away at the
quality of the social atmosphere.
This syndrome at Conn. takes on
the form of people thinking they
must strive to be and act just like
each other. Many students at
Conn. are victims and
perpetrators of this syndrome.
Do our parents and elder
Americans realize this syndrome
victimizes them? If they're
unaware of this, then they un-
maliciously pass this social
disease onto us. Every type of
person at Conn. has been to a
certain degree contaminated by
this social problem. You and I
can combat this syndrome by
stopping to try and hide our uni-
que individuality. We must
begin by courageously bringing
out the beliefs and values we
stand for. Fighting this social
disease will not be easy. Look-
ing inside yourself to see if this
syndrome affects your social
behavior is a vital first step.
Next, the way for one to start
eradicating this disease is to
begin struggling for a safeness
of diversity at Conn. Try open-
ing up your true self to your
neighbors at Conn. and then
make an effort to celebrate their
uniqe differences from you.
Remember the beautiful people
syndrome makes us feel like we
must suppress our "l-Self" to
be one of the "They-Selves."
This disease gives us a warped
perception of this college at-
mosphere. I wonder if you
would agree with me that college
should be a place where people
learn to get along with and
understand each other as fellow
human beings? If this learning
process doesn't begin at college.
then when and where is it sup-
posed to begin?
Please, let's try to make the
Conn. social atmosphere a place
where it is o.k. for you to be you
and me to be me. If you're a per-
son at Conn. who feels safe
about being openly yourself in
this social life then help others to
purge themselves of their
beautiful people sickness.
Because being free to be oneself
can be one of the greatest gifts
one can give to the Conn. Col-
lege community.
Josh Motta is a College Voice
columnist.
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~Focus: The Honor Code Analyzed:
~ Is it only an ideal? "
'90 said "It makes the honest ed -with rehabIlitation, she
peo~le ~ore honest and the said. "We're not solely here to
dishonest people more punish; we,~re here to make bet-
dishonest .. ter people.
Students expressed a concern As chairman, Paul Hyde
that students are not turning realizes that. students can
in other students. "I wish it become skeptical about the
worked, but most people feel it's honor code becau,se they se,e
ineffective. Nine times out of damages and cheatmg but d?n, t
ten, people won't tum each see results. Due to confide~~Jah-
other in," said Paul MazzarulJi, ty, penalties are not very visible.
'91. Some students explained Hyde expressed that greater
that the lack of sufficient coo- awareness of the J-Board ac-
fidentiality is a main reason tivitles would demonstrate the
behind the unwillingness of importance of the honor code.
some students to play an active "Incoming s!udents ne~ to be
role in the system. As Marian impressed with the senousness
Bernstein, '88, said, "Conn. is of the honor code. Upperc1ass-
too small for people to {Urn In men need to be reminded not to
classmates. People talk." take it for granted because that
weakens it," said Hyde.
The J-Board is taking several
measures to improve awareness
by working with housefellows
more closely and thus getting in-
to more contact with the com-
munity. Ted Wilgis, j-Board
representative for the Class of
1989, is working on a survey of
the honor code. Also, the new
log has been improved and
clarified [See J-Board p.5]
The honor code exists to pro-
mote responsibility; "it" is what
allows the students to play such
an active role in running the
school," said Hyde. Students
are trusted with the responsibili-
ty precisely because they accept
the responsibility which the
honor code demands. From this
responsibility the students here
at Conn. are given much more
freedom in the forms of a stu-
dent government and student run
dormitories rather than an R.A.
system. This kind of student in-
volvement and responsibility is
unique to Connecticut College.
The responsibility necessary
for the honor code to work is the
very thing which allows so many
privileges. As one 'student
justified the system. "The
criteria for the system is learn-
ing, and there is a lot of learning
going on at Connecticut."
by Patti Wade
The College Voice
~ The institution of the honor
~c3 code reaches back to the founda-
~ tion of Connecticut College.
~ While the honor code existed in
1911, it has grown and become
more specialized over the years
to deal with a lot of new pro-
blems. Professor Mr;:Kinnon of
the Psychology Department
summed up the spirit of the
honor code when he said, "The
idea is excellent, ideal; it is how
it should be." But how effective
is it in practice? Does it work or
is it only an ideal? An outdated
tradition?
When students and faculty
were posed this question. the
opinions were both positive and
negative. Most of the professors
realized that the system is not
lOOper cent effective, but as
McKinnon explained, "Most
people. in principle, take it
seriously. However, cheating
exists, students are not always as
careful as they should be; they
can be careless in discussing ex-
aminations." Professor Bleeth
of the English Department also
realizes that there are some
abuses of the system. However,
Bleeth does see the strength of
the Judiciary Board as a means
for maintaining the honor code.
"The Judiciary Board is very
good. I have been impressed
with its seriousness and have ac-
cepted their decisions and
recommendations in the past."
said Bleeth.
Students showed more skep-
ticism about the system. Lydia
Morris. '88. said. "In theory
it's a great system, but in prac-
tice there are many abuses. It's
something that's impossible to
enforce. Most (students) have
good intentions. but when the
pressure is on. it's easy to take
advantage of the system." Some
students feel that there is blatant
cheating. especially during final
examination time. Susie Lasher,
•
Trudv Flannery: Student Affairs Coordinator ;::
Profile: Trudy Flannery
New to Student Affairs"It makes the honest peo-ple more honest and the
~ishonest people more
ishonest. "
she said.
Besides aiding in planning.
Flannery sits on the Alcohol
Policy Committee and the
Crozier-Williams Review Com-
mittee. She is also responsible
for ensuring that all student
finances are kept in order.
Flannery came to the College
from the University of Oregon.
where she was mostly involved
with leadership consulting.
"Working with student pro-
gramming is a new challenge to
me. and I'm learning a lot from
the students." she said. "I get <I
great deal of pleasure at seeing
events run smoothly and I enjoy
teaching students one-an-one or
in small groups." she added.
Looking to the future. Plan-
nery said that student life has a
strong foundation to build upon.
Among the areas needing atten-
tion are "creating an image of
what Cro should be. and to make
a home base for all the clubs and
organizations on campus. work-
ing towards a unity among
them," said Flannery.
"My position allows me a
great variety in the things I can
do and gives me the freedom to
let my strengths show. I'm ex-
cited about this position and <It
the number of student activities
~ampus.'· she concluded.
by William Nelson
Assoc. Features Editor
Those planning events around
campus since August now have a
new resource: Trudy Flannery,
Coordinator of Student Affairs.
"I basically have two roles in
advising student events," said
Flannery. "I act as a brick wall
to bounce ideas off of-etc offer
new ideas to students planning
events--and to bring up impor-
tant issues that they may not
have thought about addressing."
"I act as a good starting point
in discussing liability and in-
surance aspects of a planned
event," she added. "1 help the
students cover all the bases that
are required. from questions
concerning alcohol policies to
what to put on posters."
Flannery cited alcohol policies
as a major source of confusion
for students. "Students don',
know what the alcohol policy
entails," she said.
Flannery also acts as an ad-
visor to the Student Activities
Committee. She is available to
SAC representatives to talk
about upcoming events. "We
talk over ideas. including what
audience we have in mind. what
refreshments will he served.
what equipment will be needed.
and what building will be used.'
Other students complained
that there are social infractions
which cannot be dealt with
because students will not act as
witnesses. Arifa Toor, J-Board
representative for the Class of
1988, agreed that this can be a
difficulty. However, she ex-
plained that it is necessary for
the rights of the accused.
While a number of students
expressed concern over the
abuses of the system, most felt
that it is worthwhile and that
everyone should strive to main-
tain it. "It is a system which is
concerned with producing more
responsible individuals, better
people by the time they
graduate. Students are not
babysat for four years; they arc
asked to take responsibility."
said Paul Hyde, the Chairman of
f-Board. Arifa Toor also feels
that this attitude prevails in the
recommendations for those
found guilty. "We are concern-
S.G.A. Brief: Union Spokesperson
to come before S.G.A.THURSDAY. OCTOBER 29th
OFF1CER REPORT: Sam Seder, the S.G.A.
President. informed the S.G.A. that the proposed
1988/89 Calendar went before the Senior Staff and
thc idea to make Spring Break one week long was
dropped. Seder also welcomed Shelley Brown as
.he new House President of Marshall Dorm.
residential life. and Joseph Tolliver. dean of stu-
dent affairs, for the house fellows and house
presidents, and will be held on November 15th.
Cameron MacKenzie, director of WCNI. came
before the S.G.A. to express her discontent over
the handling of the Del Fuego's concert. MacKen-
zie explained that WCNI was left out of the adver-
tising for the concert and in this way much of the
. college community was left out.
Jim Griffin. President of the Class of '89. made
a motion to bring a spokesperson before the
~.G.A. for an informational session on the ques-
non of the union: Passed.
Full menu, f8st friendly serYlce
Right to your door.
467 Wtlllams St.
Call 443-1933
OLD BUSINESS: John Green's proposal to in-
stitute a system for caucuses was put to a vote. The
motion was to establish a weekly caucus: Not
Passed.
"EW BUSINESS: A training program has been
devised by Chris Koutsovitis, co-ordinator of FREE DELI VERY
ADOPTION: Loving couple, physician and
psychologist, deeply wishes to adopt
newborn. Welcoming warm family, love.
opportunities! Expenses paid. Legal, con-
fidential. Call Ellie collect 212-724-7942.
CAMPUS
SPIRIT SHOPPE
Look for
BLOOM COUNT
and
'HE FAR SIDE
Cartoons
Next Week.
We keep your spirits alive
Domestic & Imported Beers
Fine Wines & Liquors C Daily Numbers
Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner
Salad Bar
Open 7 days a week
7 am - 10 pm
Reasonable Prices
Widest Variety of Food in Area
CLOSE CONVENIENT LOCATION566 Colman 51., New London
442-7146
469 William Street (Just Down the Hill) 443-6371
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J-Board explains the log's new format
The I-Board Log from April '87 to Oct.Submitted by Paul Hyde
Judiciary Board Chairman
This is the Judiciary Board
Log which includes all cases
heard from April, '87, to Oc-
tober, '87. The tradition of
publishing a Judiciary Board
Log was initiated to inform the
community of the number of
cases heard. It also gives some
idea of what recommendations
the Board has deemed ap-
propriate. In the past, the Log
consisted of the charges, the
Board's decisions, and the
Board's recommendations. This
year, in the hopes of clearing up
what may look like flagrant in-
consistencies, the Log includes a
brief description of the charge
and a summary of the reasoning
behind the Board's decision.
What is important to note is that
the Board treats each case in-
dividually and impartially. A
great deal of time, energy. and
thought goes into each decision.
Additionally, the Board has
decided to publish the Log twice
a semester in order to increase
awareness of the Honor Code
and to inform the college com-
munity of Judiciary Board pro-
ceedings.
If you have any questions or
concerns please feel free to con-
tact any of the Judiciary Board
members.
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Saint Louis University's
Academic Year in Madrid
mMPLETE CURRICULUM: English, Spanish,
Liberal Arts, Business & Administration, TESOL,
Sciences, Hispanic Studies
SLU in Madrid is a member of AA/EOE
Graduate Courses offered during
Summer Session in July
Apply !iQJ:Y..ror Spring and Summer 1988
More than 600 students in the Program
Contact: Saint Louis University
Study Abroad Coordlnatcr
Admissions Office
221 Nortb Grand Blvd
St. Louis, MO 63103
Tell-free tel: 1-800-325-6666
Raymond L. Sullivant, 81.
Saint Louis University in Madrid
Calle de la Vina, 3
Madrid 28003 SPAIN
Tel: 233-2032/233-2812
A Pizza Connoisseur's Delight Featuring
Original Neopolitan Pizza - plus more
Charge: S6clol ..- ~":.~ Cl/dOm l!Io !>fllli
Qij,: ~ , ~
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• DAILY SPECIALS. CATERING. BOX LUNCHES
ALTER EGO
Deli/Restaurant
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Closed Sunday
JUNIOR & EDlTN BARRETIO
211 BANK STREET
NEW LONDON, CT 06320 (203) 444·1914
The most intelligent car ever built
Sales
Service
Parts
Used Cars
Secor SAAB
501 Broad St., New London, Conn.
Contact: Andy Williams 442-3232Orders to go or come & experience our unique atmosphere 5erYing your favorite wine, bMr or spirit
FREE DELIVERY Orct58 Brainard SI., New London 442·3345 er. to go c.11442-9443
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NEW LONDON FOCUS
The 1987 New London Council Elections
A Look at the City Council Candidates
by Lisa M. AUegretto
New London Focus Editor
Carmelina C. Kanzler. 65
(Democrat): Kanzler is ex-
ecutive director of the
Southeastern Connecticut Hear-
ing and Speech Center. She
received a degree from Connec-
ticut College; a master of
science from Eastern Connec-
ticut State University; master of
public administration from the
University of New Haven.
Kanzler served on City Council
from 1983-87. was deputy
mayor in 1983-84 and mayor in
1985-86. She is a graduate of
Washington Irving High School.
New York. NY.
Stephen P. Smith, 39
(Democrat): Smith is a ·family
physician. He graduated from
New London High School in
1966 and received a bachelor's
and M.D. from Boston Univer-
sity. He received a master's in
science from the University of
Rochester. Smith has held a
position on the Board of Educa-
tion from 1985-87 and was
president in 1986-87.
Gregory P. Massad. 21
(Republican): Massad works as
an agent for the Massad Agency,
an insurance and real estate
company. Massad is a part-time
student at Bryant College in
Smithfield, RI, where he is stu-
dying for a degree in accounting
and finance. He is a graduate of
SI. Bernard's High School.
Eunice M. Waller"
(Democrat): Waller is a math
teacher at Clark Lane School in
Waterford. She recei ved a B. S.
degree from Fayetteville
University in Fayetteville, NC;
a master's degree in supervision
and administration from the
University of Pennsylvania.
Waller held a position on the
Board of Education from
1977-1987. She is a graduate of
Shawtown High School in Lill-
ington. NC.
Sperns N. Yelles, 22
(Republican): Velles is
owner/manager of the New Lon-
don Banana Co. Currently
Velles is studying for a degree in
business management at the
University of Connecticut at
Avery Point. He is a graduate of
New London High School.
Marlin T. Olsen, 33
(Republican): Olsen is the owner
of Tobias Olsen contracting. He
is a 1972 graduate of New Lon-
don High School and studied at
Northeastern University.,
James Brown, Jr., 32
(Republican): Brown is a labor
relations representative for Elec-
tric Boat. He received a
bachelor's degree in sociology
and aerospace studies from
Alabama State University; a
master's degree in guidance and
counseling from Alabama State
University; an M.B.A. from
Rensselear Polytechnic Institute
in Troy. NY. Brown graduated
from George Washington
Carver High School in Mon-
tgomery. AL.
Anthony R. Basilica. 31
(Democrat): Basilica is a law
ith the l yerWit t e aw finn of Basilica and
Desalvo. He g~aduated from
New London HIgh School in
1974 and then attended
Wesleyan University and
Western New England School of
Law. Basilica served on the
Board of Education fro
1984-87. m
Leo E. Jackson. 61
(De~ocrat): Jackson is a sug-
gestion analyst at Electric Boat.
He is a graduate of Technical
High School, Springfield. MA.
and Tuskegee Institute in
Tuskegee, AL. Jackson has
served on City Council from
1979-1987 and also has held a
position on the Board of Educa-
tion.
Arthur A. Nunes. 62
(Democrat): Nunes is a retired
battalion chief from the New
London Fire Department. He is
a graduate of Chapman
Technical High School and
studied at Thames Valley State
Technical College in Norwich.
Nunes served on City Council
from 1986-87.
William Nahas. 62
(Republican): Nahas is a retired
grocer. He has previously held a
position on City Council from
1971-1987. Nahas graduated
from Bulkeley High School.
New London.
Robert A. Peters. 30
(Republican): Peters is a
technical writer at Electric Boat.
He is a graduate of McClain
High School in Tulsa. OK.
Wayne T. Vendettn. 44
(Democrat): Vendetta is a sales
representative for Sears
Roebuck Co. He held a position
on City Council from
1977-1987, was deputy mayor
twice. mayor in 1981-82 and
served ten years on the Board of
Education, of which he was
president twice. Vendetta
graduated from New London
High School in 1963 and studied
at Mitchell College.
Republicans Seek Gains in Democrat Controlled City Council
hy Nancy Gruskin
___ Th='c.:("ulh .•gl'Voin·
The biggest issue in todays
elections in New London is real-
ly not a traditional issue at all.
The major concern of the two
parties and their candidates is
whether or not the Republican
Party can regain control of the
Democrat controlled City Coun-
cil and Board of Education.
The Democratic Party has
controlled the City Council since
1973. In addition. the seven men
and women currcntly serving on
the Board of Education are all
Democrats.
. 'The reality is that we don't
have a two-party system, " said
Charles Granville. a Republican
Board of Education candidate.
as quoted in TIle Day. "That. on
principle. is not a good idea,"
Granville said.
Twenty-one year old Greg:
Massad is responsible for
pushing two issues to the
forefront of the City Council
campaign: candidate drug tests
and a tax abatement program for
homeowners who make im-
provcrnents to their houses.
How to start
your law career
6efore you start
law school,
Start with the Kaplan LSATprep course.
After taking Kaplan. thousands of LSAT
students score over 40. That's the top 10%
nationwide! And candidates who score
over 40 on the new LSATenjoy the best
chance of being accepted to the law school
of their choice and going on to practice
with top law firms or corporations.
So call any of our 120 centers for
information and class starting dates. The
Kaplan LSATprep course could be the
one pre-law course that determines the
course of your law career.
Patricia M. Connair, 29
. (Republican): Connair is the
owner of Connair Catering and
is a chef at the Mystic Hilton.
She is a graduate of Holy Cross
College in Worchester. MA.
where she recieved a B.A. in
fine arts and history. Connair
graduated from St. Bernard's
High School in 1976.
Both proposals have been
strongly refuted by the
Democrats. Eunice Waller. a
City Council candidate and ex-
Board member. recently told
voters at a candidates' forum
that drug tests for candidates
were not the way to solve the
drug problem in the city.
Massad's three year tax abate-
ment plan for home im-
provements has been called
,. regressive ."
In this year's Board of Educa-
tion campaign. the emphasis has
shifted from the plight of the
teachers to the pl ight of the
students. The state's 1986
Education Enhancement Act has
significantly raised teacher's
salaries. "I think now we've got
to do a better job of educating
our young people." said
Democratic incumbent Ray-
mond Haworth. as quoted in TIle
Day. "Test results need to be
improved." Haworth said.
Frances R. Kinsall. a
Republican candidate for the
school board. said that the board
should address. the predicament
of the average child.
"Somewhere along the line. the
average child has been forgot-
ten. The honors students and the
business students are helped all
along the way; it is the average
child that is forgotten. There are
so many students with hidden
talents that are never given a
Election Day results
will be printed in next week's College
Voice.
PROFESSIONAL WORD PROCESSING
Rate includes: paper, cover, spelling ac-
curacy, and editorial help as requested.
Reports to theses to books.
J & S WORD PROCESSING
GROTON-446·8719
chance to develop them fully."
said Kinsall.
Charles Granville. a
Republican. said that a greater
effort should be made La en-
courage minority students.
"Minorities need to compete on
an even keel ... so they can gain a
voice in the community."
In New London. the mayoral
position is not filled by public
election. Instead. after the City
Council has been elected. it will
aoooint a new mavor
IKAPLAN
STANlfY H. KAPlAN EDUCATlQf\lAl CENTER LTD.
DONT COMPETEWITH
A KAPLAN STUDENT-BE ONE
We will hold classes on campus beginning Nov. 4th. Please con-
tact Ms. James, Career Services, for details!
NEWS
Scarcity of women in campus leadership
Women from page I
see them in sports, and as the
presidents of clubs, so they are
there. You just don't see them in
the more visible role of student
government, " she said.
Munroe believes the problem
comes from society. and also
from the extra pressure women
face while running.
"I think a lot of it sterns from
high school, when people vote
for the really pretty girl or cool
jock guy. That attitude carries
over for some people." Munroe
said.
Melissa Kaminsky agrees, "I
can remember hearing a girl
during freshman year say that
she was going to vote for last
year's '90 president because she
thought he was cute. That
really bothered me."
~Weekly Sports Action .•..... All The Action
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Quentin Nason, SAC chairman.
Students choose soda
Pepsi from page I
Coke since Pepsi is also offering
Conn. their product at a cheaper
price .
. "Pepsi is not just in this for
the money, but because of the
close contacts between Pepsi and
Conn. Because of all they have
given Conn. in terms of scholar-
ships and grants, "It would be a
slap in the face to continue with
Coke," Quentin said.
He added that a compromise
could be worked out where Coke
is still sold in the bookstore, but
that the dining halls would have
a complete change. Matthew
Fay, the director of Dining Ser-
vices said that no final decisions
have been made. but that a ques-
tionnaire is going to be sent out
to the students for them to ex-
press their opinions.
"As far as I'm concerned, it is
up to the students since they are
the prime consumers of the pro-
duct," Fay said. "If there is a
pnpular vote, the results should
not be ambiguous. ,.
Fay said that the switch over
from Pepsi to Coke would save
the school about $1,000-$2,000
throughout the course of a year.
After the student questionnaires
come back, the Dining Services
and the Food Committee will
decide whether to make the
change, but their decision
depends on the choice of the
students, according to Fay.
Pool Closed to Y.M.C.A.
Y.M.C.A.,frnm po!;e I
the decision of the College. ask-
ing. "If Connecticut College is
as active. as they say. why were
open pool hours cut back?"
Luce said, "It will take time
to work out a pool schedule that
can adequately handle the col-
lege community's needs." but
as of now, the 'Y' can use
Conn.'s pool facilities only until
the end of the' '88-'89 school
year. The 'Y' is currently pay-
ing $1.000 per year to cover
maintenance and lifeguard costs.
Yet after this school year. the
fee will go up. according to
Luce.
Dangerous intersection
Dangerous Intersection from pose /
intersection." said Richards. He
_ mentioned that this could have
been another reason for the acci-
dent.
The plans for construction in-
clude closing off the opening
with landscaping. benches. and
three new parking spaces.
Tveskov said that it will look
similar to the new outside front
place to congregate.
Hutton said that the flow of
traffic is not hampered since
cars can still get in and out easi-
ly. He added that the Fire Mar-
shal surveyed the situation and
the area is safe for fire trucks to
enter and exit.
Tveskov said that the con-
struction will probably be com-
plete some time next week.
Be a Part of the Action
Write for the Voice Sports Department Call
Writers needed for winter sports teams 444-9541
r
of Cro and give people another
EARN A FREE TRIP TO JAMAICA FOR SPRING BREAK 'B8
Contact Sun Splash Tours
1-800-426-7710 or 212967-4854
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Caldwell Research Assoc.
Term Paper/Dissertation Assoc.
Any Sub. Researched
$39.00
Reference Dissertations &
Typing Services
Library Sweeps, professional contacts, -
& Database references.
444-3053
Groton Square Shopping Center
(next to Super Stop & Shop and Bradlees)
Route 12Groton, Connecticut
(203) 445-1242
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I~Arts &
Entertainment
,.;l Jazz Musician McGarrell Visits Conn.
Mel Tonne, Connie Stevens,
Cat Anderson, and Rich Little,
He also played in the New
Orleans Philharmonic and other
groups, "When people needed
someone to play the trombone, I
was at the top of the calling
list," he said.
McGarrell had other musical
outlets through college. "I got
interested in Dixieland for a
while, I put together a Ragtime
band, and I was in a street band
as well," McGarell commented.
After graduating from Loyola
with a B.A. in Music, McGarell
went to graduate school at the
University of New Hampshire,
where under a graduate
assistantship he spent one year
doing course work and two
years teaching. After earning his
master's in Music Education
from the University of New
Hampshire, he continued to
teach there for a few more years
before going to Northeastern
Univerity in Boston and even-
tually to Brown.
"I'm getting to like teaching
more and more," said McGar-
rell. "After len years, I feel like
I know what I'm doing,"
His house in Rhode Island,
where he lives with jazz singer
Skye Hurlburt and her I0 year
old son, backs onto a state forest
which they make good use of.
"There's an owl's nest we visit
almost on a daily basis," said
McGarrell. "Last year, we wat-
ched two young owls grow up."
He also enjoys walking, hiking
and camping, and brings his
camera along to take a few pic-
tures.
"I'd like to teach a graduate
level detailed analytical jazz
class at Brown this spring if I
can get it passed by the EPC
(Educational Planning Commit-
tee)," McGarrell said,
"My dad played the trom-
bone, so there always was a
trombone in the house," he
recollected in citing the beginn-
in Qf his interest in the instru-
by Kevin O'Brien
The College Voice
.. As long as I continue to play
trombone and teach, I'll be hap-
py," said Matthew McGarrell,
jazz musician and a visiting pro-
fessor at Connecticut College
from Brown University. McGar-
rell, who has performed in the
New Orleans Philharmonic and
in various other groups, is
presently teaching a history of
jazz course here.
"I was approached a year or
two ago to teach the [jazz
history] class, but it conflicted
with my schedule," recalled
McGarrell. This year, however,
he is able to teach the class in
place of Noel Zahler, who is out
on a research grant. In addition
to teaching the History of Jazz at
Conn., McGarrell continues to
be active in the music field at
Brown. "This is the fourth year
that I've been teaching the
History of Jazz at Brown," he
said.
"My main job at Brown is to
conduct the wind symphony."
said McGarrell, "which is doing
a concert at Carnegie Hall in
New York City this April
together with Herbie Hancock,"
--Besides this concert, he is in-
volved in a lot more at the
University. "I spend quite a lot
of time with an 18 piece jazz
band," McGarrell commented.
"Last year we toured Phoenix
and San Francisco."
McGarell also works with a
jazz band and acts as advisor for
a student run band that performs
at school games and activities at
Brown.
Artist Paul Flemming at Cummings Exhibit Opening. .
'The Cummings Art Gallery:
New View of Daily Life
Jazz Musician Matthew McGarrelJ.
the difficulty and expense in-
volved, The gold and platinum
tones give a 19th century aura to
his pieces which, like Flemm-
ing's paintings, display un-
manipulated subjects common in
daily life. Ebbers commented on
his pieces in this show, saying
that "There is a reasonable
similarity in visual subject mat-
ter and in the physical and social
culture associated with the
photographs, "
Miller works in various water-
based mediums on paper to
create "a representation of the
human soul within the context of
our everyday actions." She
received her' M.F.A. from the
University of Illinois.
Champaign-Urbana. and has
since received a variety of
awards and has displayed her
work in several exhibitions. in-
cluding seven one-person
shows. She works from a collec-
tion of notions of ordinary ex-
periences. d r ea m s . and
memories. "I present my sub-
jects within a dream. xtagelike
or interior setting.. I think of
these groups of singular.
isolated individuals as a
representation of the geography
of the self rather than characters
of a specific historical event.
whether political or mundane."
The fourth artist in the exhibit.
Ward Davcnny. earned his
M.F.A. in Printmaking and
Painting at Yale University.
Among other awards and
credentials. he was a recipient of
the National Endowment for the
Arts Fellowship in 1985, His
charcoals. usually of landscapes.
have an antique appearance.
by Jackie Whiting
A & E Editor"When people
needed someone to
play trombone, I was
at the top of the
calling list."
At the beginning of each year
the Cummings Art Gallery
receives a conglomerate of
slides from various artists in-
terested in showing their work.
From this sample the faculty in
the art department selects artists
whose work compliments each
other either artistically.
stylistically or thematically,
The most recent exhibit.
which opened Sunday. October
25th and will run through
November 18th, features the
works of Paul Flemming, Tom
Ebbers, Jane Miller, and Ward
Davenny. Although each artist
works in quite a different
medium. they present a unique
and personalized view of com-
mon events and images.
Flemming received "very
traditional and figurative train-
ing" which he said has taught
him to "try to understand the
structure of what 1 see." His
real interest lies in the "mood.
atmosphere, and emotion"
which underlie the structure of
these observances. "It IS
through the exploration of the
intangible structure that 1 try to
express my feelings about
humanity and its modern
predicament." His perceptions
are original and thought provok-
ing. For example. in one
painting, simply entitled "The
Circus," he portrays a common
traffic circle with vibrant
Barnum-and-Bailey-like flurry
and vitality.
Ebbers photographs utilize
old and exotic processes which
are no longer used because of
ment which he has been playing
since the fifth grade, Although
he was taught to play every ma-
jor instrument while at Loyola
University in New Orleans,
McGare1\ says that there is "no
reason to play anyth\ng else"
besides the trombone.
While in New Orleans, he per-
formed in the well-known club
"The Blueroom" with
celebrities like Ella Fitzgerald,
Fatal Attraction can be fatal to viewers
notice things about Close that do
not accompany a healthy mind.
When he tries to make a clean
break, she makes it messy by
slitting her wrists.
From the wrist sl itting the
movie races from one horror to
another as she tells him of her
pregnancy (with Douglas' child)
and makes his life a living hell.
The predictability of the harrass-
ing phone calls, a child kidnapp-
ing, and a lurking Close in the
bushes by the family's house in
no way lessens the effect. In
fact, the predictability shakes the
audience even more in an-
ticipated fear of what will come.
Close's intense acting as her
neurotic character unfolds
before the viewer, never falter-
ing. The jam-packed scenes of
suspense and unrelenting
See Fatal poee 9
noth.ng new in movie scare tac-
by Julie Smith tics can have with just the right
The College Voice combinations. Fatal Attraction,
Review: Fatal Attraction (R), starring Michael Douglas and
Mystic Cinema. Glenn Close, touches
Beat Up, dragged behind a everyone's fear by reaching the
pickup truck' over ten Connec- limit in an affair gone bad.
ticut College speed bumps and Douglas plays the part of a
then thrown into an hour and a lawyer "happily married" to his
half long rollercoaster ride is perfect, beautiful wife (Ann Ar-
how I felt after seeing the movie cher). Close plays a lonely,
Fatal Attraction. Sure. I was possessive mistress who can
warned by everyone who had chill an audience with half-
seen it, but the movie theater smiling stares right out of The
failed to forbid "pregnant Omen.
women and those with heart con- Though forewarned by his
ditions" not to see it; a warning buddy in an off-hand remark at a
I think may be necessary. business party that "looks could
One woman sitting next to me kill," Douglas takes the plunge
wondered whether it was ethical into a steamy weekend with this
to put an audience through sud, "Madam Butterfly" while the
a trauma. That may be going too wife is away. After the first in-
far, but it just shows how much sane love scene on Close's kit-
power a film with virtually chen sink, Douglas begins to
'Coo;eio-GUSt:- - - "
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The Silencers.
Silencers' Release: A Letter From St. Paul
SUN SEEKERS.
by Todd Weyman
The College ""Votce
Who are the Silencers YQu
ask? They are a British band
who have recently released an
album entitled A Letter From St.
Paul. The Silencers have a
sound completely their own.
Their music is clearly British
pop-based with intermixed ac-
cents of blues. country, and even
'60's psychedelic sounds.
The new album is rather in-
digenous of the most recent
sounds of British new wave and
cannot escape being inevitably
referred to as "pop" music:
The first song on side A.
"Painted Moon." is very pro-
duced and made 'for the Top 40.
"I Can't Cry." the next song. is
a whining ballad about a self-
pitying girl who. having lost her
man. concludes that she "could
spit in the face of love." I think
singers like George Michael and
Madonna should stick to singing
about love. but not the Silencers:
they show too much promise
elsewhere. The following song.
"Bullets and Blue Eyes" (ad-
mittedly, it does sound slightly
reminiscent of U2's "Bullet the
Blue Sky") begins very quietly
with softly spoken lyrics accom-
panied by a piano and ends with
a thunder of guitars and drums.
Somehow I like the -transition
from complete serenity to loud,
new wave rock. The final song
on side one, "God's Gift," pro-
ves the Silencers' musical and
lyrical capabilities. To the beat
of echoing drums and
reverberated guitar notes, the
singer nearly chants, "It's
God's gift to the lost and the
needy I The rich and the greedy I
The pulsing ragged tide. I It's
. God's gift-to all His young I Oh-
h-h to the cool and the
certified. "
"I See Red." the first song on
side two, resembles the Top 40
of "Painted Moon," only slight-
ly lower. The following tune, "I
Ought To Know," is a rather
pessimistic love song about.
once again, boys and girls. On a
more humorous note is the next
song, "A Letter From St.
Paul." the title track. While
listening to a richly interwoven,
2 Free Visits
with school 10 Card
($14.00 value)
Tan comfortably and
lUXUriously with
THE WOLFF SYSTEM
instrumental melody the listener
suddenly hears the canary-like
voice of a girl reciting a letter to
a friend in London. I think this
song makes a mockery of some
bimbo college girl in Min-
neapolis. The last two songs on
the album, "Blue Desire" and
"Possessed 'Out of the Mouth
of a Wave,'" end with lines
like, "Look out, here comes
young desire - look out I Here
comes blue desire," and,
"Possessed by you I Fired by
you I Owned by you,"
characterized by strange
psychological connotations.
This LP seems an appropriate
soundtrack for movies like
"Blue Velvet" or "Fatal Attrac-
tion." W.hat is going through the
Silencers' minds when they con-
struct lyrics is sometimes ques-
tionable, however, the music
they produce leaves very little
room for debate. Not withstan-
ding the two blatantly Top 40
songs on the beginning of both
sides, A Letter From St. Paul
establishes the Silencers as one
of the more promising new wave
bands of the nineteen eighties.
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Fatal from page 8
pressure only offer some air
space to show the contrasting
'iJ happy family life. But even thenJ Close is nearby J forcing
Douglas to "owe up to his
UQ:: responsibilities" while Douglas
't;- tries to hold in his secret.
Q Perhaps what caused this
~ movie to differ from all the rest~... was the incredible
~ cinematography. The camera
-. seemed to mirror the emotions
of the characters by using close
shooting and spastic movement
in unnerving scenes. As the end
comes near. this technique gets
wilder as if the cameraman is a
part of the action.
An underlying theme of a bat-
tle between fire and water builds
with shots of boiled rabbits,
water and a scalding bath. It is a
race between the elements and
;;t
!
~
the audience does not know ~
whether the fire will boil away •
the water or if the water will put ~~~
out the fire, This fire/water ~
theme explodes in the last scene ~
when a whistling teapot hides
the scream of Douglas' wife.
Meanwhile the bathtub
overflows, and the audience
screams at the top of their lungs
telling Douglas to see the dripp-
ing water (as if he could hear
them). As 1 sat in absolute hor-
ror with everyone around me go-
ing hoarse from screaming, a
friend's warning came back to
me, "Remember, it's only a
movie." If this was only a
movie, then why have I decided
to join a convent? O.K., O.K.,
twist my ann, I won't join the
convent, but you really should
see the movie.
It's not too late to save 15% over single ticket
prices - subscribe now. Still to come:
• Beaux Arts Trio - Dec 10th
• Chicago City Ballet - Feb ?9th .
• Elmar Oliveira & Nathamel Rosen With the
Syracuse Symphony Orchestra - Mar 10th
• Emanuel Ax -April 20th
Movie Fatal to Viewers
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SPORTS
Good Strategy for Men Runners Intramural Standings
The top eight teams in each league make the playoffs, which begin
this week.
CAMEL CONNtemplations
&
Sports Profile
in Next Week's Voice
by Jean WlWen
Tbe CoIlqe Voice
of Quinnipiac's second runner at
a speed they could all handle.
By keeping CONN's first four
runners in a pack, Butler hoped
that they would work together
and push each other to run at a
faster pace, while at the same
-time, psych out their opponent.
The- strategy worked. By the
time the top four Camels reach-
ed the four-mile mark, it was
clear that CONN had the race
wrapped up.
"It was pleasing to see a plan
work out so well, It Butler said.
'" am very happy with how the
runners worked together in the
pack. "
With one mile to go, the pack
of Perkins, Martin Buchanan
('91), Andrew Builder ('91),
and co-captain Jeff Ramsay
('88) broke up, as planned.
Each one ran his own race to the
finish, knowing that they had to
hold their positions in order to
ensure the win.
Perkins, unable to fight off
Quinnipiac's number two run-
ner, came in third overall with a
time of 28: 14, but CONN still
was up on Quinnipiac by three
places.
Buchanan (28:22), Builder
(28:35), and Ramsay (28:42) all
held position, capturing fourth
through sixth places.
Dave Heivly ('91) finished in
ninth place with a time of29: 10,
to round out CONN's top five
and give the Camels the victory.
•'1 was very pleased with
Dave's race," Butler said. "He
is coming off an injury and he's
getting stronger. He did an ex-
cellent job as our number five
runner. ,.
Andrew Donaldson ('90) and
Frank Poletti ('91) finished 10th
and 11th in times of 30:12 and
30: 17 respectively. Lee
Adourian ('88) and Michael
Kaufer ('91) came in 13th and
14th in 32:13 and 32:39 respec-
lively.
CONN competes at the ECAC
Championships this Saturday at
Tufts.
FLAG FOOTBALL
The Connecticut College
Men's Cross Country Team pUI
it all down on paper--their
strategy, that is--as to how they
could beat Quinnipiac last Satur-
day. They talked about their
plan all week before the dual
meet, pin-pointing exactly
where each CONN runner
would have to finish in order for
the team to win.
And, as co-eaptain Geoff
Perkins ('88) explains, the
Camels did exactly what they
had to do to earo the 27-30 vic-
tory.
"We knew how we had to ap-
proach this race." Perkins said.
"When the gun went off, we ac-
complished what we set out to
do, and it produced a well-
deserved win."
The strategy? Coach lim
Butler decided to let
Quinrupiec's top runner pull
away from the field, and Butler
chose to run his to four men off
1) Armageddon (7-0)
2) Smith /Burdick (6-1)
3) Larry's (4-3)
4) Barking Tree Spiders (3-4)
5) zaks (3-4)
6) lA/Freeman (2-3-1)
7) Blackstone (2-4)
8) Marshall (1-4-1)
9) Spuds (1-6)
Now that youve gotten into
Connecticut College,IBM can help you
get more out of it.
The road to gradualion is paved with
term papers, lab reports, cramming, all-
nighters and, of course, exams.
To ease that journey and awaken your
professors to your exceptional abilities, we
suggest the newest member of the IBM'
Personal System/2" family: the Model 25
Collegiate.
It's a high-powered personal computer
with advanced graphics capabilities, designerl
to fit on your desk without adding to the
clutter. And it comes with a generous 640 KB
memory, two 3.5" diskette drives and an aid'
package every student can appreciate-e-n big
discount, plus Microsoft" Windows 1.0"),,
Write, Paint, Cardfile, IB~II)()S 33 and
a mouse.
Pop in the load-and-go diskette and
your Model 25 Collegiat(' is set 10 hdp you
write and revise long papers and illustrate
your points by combining words and gra-
phics. So your professors will draw Iavorahle
conclusions about your work.
For more information on the ~10de125
Collegiate, visit the IBM Education Product
Coordinator on camp-us. You'll quickly learn
how to get the most oul of the -:--:::.-::.=.
IBM Personal System 12. ;; - -~'?"~
7
Microsoft ISa registered trademark of the Microsoft Corporation. (BM rsa registered trademark and Personal 5ystem/2 ISa trademark of the International
BUSiness Machines Corporation. 0 IBM 1987.
SPORTS
....
by Julius Ciembroniewicz
and Rich Komarow
The College Voice
-The Connecticut College
Women's Tennis Team took its
6-4 record into the New England
Tournament last weekend, and
despite the team's improved
record, the Camels finished 12th
in a strong field of 22 teams.
The only Camels to advance
past the first round were Sarah
Hurst ('91) and Elizabeth Mc-
Cullough ('88).
It was a tough field, but Coach
Sheryl Yeary expected this from
. the start. Smith College emerg-
ed victorious from the pack:
Rounding out the top three
finishers were Tufts and
Brandeis.
"There' were a lot of good
teams that· weren't separated by
many points," Yeary said. "I
anticipated close competition. I
knew every point counted and
that it was a deep field.
CONN received strong per-
fonnances from Hurst and Me-
Cullough. McCullough played
at the number one seed, while
Hurst dropped to the second
slot.
Hurst advanced to the finals of
the number two singles bracket,
facing opponents from the top
three teams.
"Sarah played Smith,
Brandeis, and Tufts in that
order," Yeary said. "Her seeds
consisted of players from the top
three teams in New England.
She said that she felt a little men-
. tally tired. It was an absolutely
great tournament for her."
Another notable performance
came from the doubles combo of
Hurst/McCullough. "This pair
advanced to the semifinals
before losing to Brandeis.
Brandeis played a very consis-
tent baseline game, making few
unforced errors.
"They [Brandeis] were a
ground-stroking doubles team
which we didn't play against this·
season," Yeary said. "The
other girls didn't make many
mistakes and we did."
Hurst set a new consecutive
team winning streak at 23 wins,
besting the previous record of
16.
In addition, McCullough
moved into third place in a11-
time career wins with 50.
This year's team awards were
handed out last week: MVP
Hurst, Unsung Hero Hilary Har-
rison ('88), Most Improved
Karen Melkonian ('90), and best
sportsman Christie Cobb ('90)
were 'all honored.
McCullough and Hurst will be
representing CONN at the Inter-
collegiate Tennis Coaches
Association Tournament, a
tourney which will host
representatives from seven
states, including more than 50
singles players. The winner of
this tournament will advance to
the nationals.
Volleyball
Wins Tourney Consolation Round
by Harlan Rust
The College Voice
The Connecticut College
Women's Volleyball Team won
two matches and lost three at the
Smith College Invitational on
October 24th. This performance
earned CONN first place in the
tournament's consolation round,
while their record slipped to
10-13.
CONN lost to Southeastern
Massachusetts University
(SMU), Smith and Clark in the
morning. The score of each
match was 2-0. The Camels'
main problems were a lack of
communication and energy.
"We started out slow,"
Melissa Richter ('90) said.
"There was just a lack of energy
for us."
"It was really an up and down
tournament," co-captain Maura
Doran ('88) said. "We didn't
pull together."
Coach Fran Vandermeer felt
that the Camels definitely should
have won the first two matches.
"We didn't have troubles with
those schools [Clark and SMUJ;
we had troubles with
ourselves," Vandermeer said.
"It was our mental mistakes that
lost it. We laid down and died in
those first matches."
In the afternoon, the CONN
squad pulled itself together
enough to beat Bridgewater
State University and SMU, the
same team that beat CONN in
the morning.
The difference between the
two victories and the three
earlier losses was a matter of
teamwork, concentration, and
anger.
. "We were upset at ourselves
[for the morning losses]," Deb-
bie Garrett ('91) said. We got a
lot better towards the end and
pulled together. We got our
heads back in it."
"We all realized that we
didn't do the job we could and
we started fighting," Nicole
Casanova ('91) said.
The team's record is not good
enough to qualify them for the
NIAC tournament, and this is a
disappointment to the team.
However, most of the players
are.happy with the improvement
they have made since the season
began-.
.. It's really a shame the season
is almost over because we are so
much better now," Casanova
said.
Key factors in the team's im-
provement have been the
coaches and the veteran players.
"Coach Vandermeer knows
volleyball really well and she
was able to give us a lot of that
knowledge," Richter said.
"Tad [Cochran, '88, the
team's assistant coach] really
helps us get warmed up and
ready to play," Jill Gruenberg
('91) said. "He puts in so much
work for the team. "
Both coaches are very popular
with the team.
They're our friends, as well as
our coaches," Casanova said.
"They support us."
"They work well with one
another and with the team,"
Doran said. "We enjoy playing
with them."
The experienced players,
especially Doran, were able to
provide leadership for the
team.
"Maura is the most consis-
tent," Lisa Addario ('90) said.
""She's always on and that's in-
spiring. "
"Maura's been a strong leader
all year," Garrett said. "She's
helped me a lot."
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Connecticut Co{{ege Field Hockey.
Field Hockey
No Post-Season Play
by Marc LaPlace
Sports Editor
The Connecitcut College
Women's Field Hockey Team
would have preferred if there
had been no Fall Break this year.
Before the break, the squad was
5-2-1 and looking towards a
chance for post-season play.
Since then the Camels haven't
won a game, as they end their
season with a four-game losing
streak. '
"Fall Break killed us," Coach
Anne Parmenter said. "We
were going strong and the break.
just slowed us down. It was
very frustrating to come back
from the break and start
losing."
The Camels' end of the season
skid erased all hopes of a NIAC
tourney berth, but as Parmenter
explains, it wasn't that far out of
reach.
"It was there for the taking,"
Parmenter said. 'Tufts was the
final team to make the tourna-
ment, and if we had beaten
them, we would've been there.
And we should have beaten
them,"
Parmenter also points out that-
Trinity, the top-seeded team in
the tourney, is a tearn that the
Camels "played well against
and ended up tying."
After a 5-1 loss to Clark last
Saturday in what Parmenter call-
ed "a horrible, disgusting,
scrappy game," CONN faced
Williams, the second seed in the
NIAC tourney, last Monday and
Hurst/McCullough Lead Tennis
Team at New England Tourney
Get All the Action ..... Voice Sorts
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gave the Ephs a run for their
money.
Although the Camels lost to
Williams 1-0, Parmenter still
liked what she saw.
"We played great,"
Parmenter said. "We came off
. the field satisifed, as if we had
won it,"
CONN had a chance to win it,
or at least to tie it, in the second
half, but the Williams goalie
"made a tremendous save" ac-
cording to Parmenter, stealing a
goal away from Sarah Lingernan
('89) .
The Camels had all intentions
of ending their losing streak and
finishing off the season on a
good note last Thursday against
Fairfield, but the home field ad-
vantage proved to be a disadvan-
·tage in CONN's 2-0 loss.
"The field [Harkness Green]
was really bumpy," Parmenter
said. "The ball was bouncing
all over the place and it was hard
to keep it on the ground. That
field has taken a beaten with all
the games played on it."
Parmenter has mixed emo-
tions about the season.
"We have had some ups and
downs this year, but it has been a
learning experience for a lot of
the individuals on the team, in-
cluding me," Parrnerrter said.
"I am already looking forward
to next year. ' ,
And whether the team is play-
ing on a bumpy Harkness Green
next year or not, they are sure to
"bounce" back.
COMPLETE
DINNERS
SERVED
ORDERS
PREPARED
TOGO
Mon.-Thurs .. Sun. 10:30 A.M.-1 A.M.
Fri .. Sat. 10:30 A.M.-2:30 A.M.
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SPORTS
Women's X-Country Gets Back
on Track, Beats Quinnipiac
by Karen E. Grey
'The College Voia
The Connecticut College
Women's Cross Country Team
bounced back from its last place
finish at the NESCAC's to beat
Quinnipiac last weekend in a
dual meet (26 to 30), and accor-
ding to Coach Ned Bishop this
meet came at a good time in the
team's schedule.
"It was good for us to run this
small meet," Bishop said. "Up
until now, we've been running
mostly large meets."
Even though it was just a dual
meet, the Camels still had to run
hard. They had beaten Quin-
nipiac at the Rhode Island Col-
lege Invitational earlier in the
year, but at R.LC., the CONN
team had been in full strength.
Against Quinnipiac last
weekend, CONN was missing
two of its top five runners.
Junior Kristin Kissell and
sophomore Kelly Bernier were
not able to run in this meet due
to injuries.
"I figured it would be a close
race," Bishop said. "We were
concentrating on placing our
first runner before their first
runner, our second before their
second, and so on. ,.
Bishop looked to junior Sarah
Young to start this pattern.
"I told Sarah to get right out
at the start and to take the lead
right away," Bishop said.
Three quarters. of the way
through the race, Young had the
lead which she used to win the
race, beating Quinnipiac's
number one runner by 16
seconds.
Young completed the 5000
meter course in 18:30. setting a
course record, and breaking the
j
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Women's X-Country: Captain Jean Whalen' ('88) and Kelley Bernier ('90)(rear).
CONN 5000 meter record of Melissa Marquis were CONN's
18:56, previously held by Ripley fourth and fifth place finishers in
Greppin ('87). times of21:21 and 21 :32 respec-
Sophomore Betsy Long, tively.
CONN's second place finisher, Sophomore Jill Uicker finish-
beat Quirmipiac's second runner ed sixth for CONN and tenth
by 33 seconds, to take third overall in a time of 21 :34.
place overall in 19:05. "Jill had a great race,"
Completing the pattern which Bishop said. "She took one and
Bishop hoped to use in order to a half minutes off of her best
win was CONN's third place time." .
finisher, Jean Whalen ('88). The team looks to place high
She beat Quinnipiac's third run- at next weekend's ECAC Divi-
ner, and took fifth overall with a sicn HI meet.
time of 19:39. ="'-':.:.:...==-------
Sophomore Martha Witt and
Men's Soccer Team on a Roll
by Tim Killenberg
The College Voice
The Connecticut College
Men's Soccer Team is on a roll.
Coach Bill Lessig's squad has
won six out of their last seven
contests, the lone defeat a 1-0
loss at the hands of Clark
University on October 15th.
With a 7-4 record, the Camels
have overcome a shaky start and
have joined the ranks of con-
tenders for post-season play ..
Junior defensive back Pat
Violette states, however, that
CONN must "win everything
from here on out to make the
post-season tournament, "
Lessig's Camels are optimistic
of their fate, citing their recent
standards of play and confidence
as worthy of post-season com-
petition.
CONN started their recent
four-game winning streak over
Fall Break. In a "must-win"
situation, the Camels travelled
to Colby College and tallied four
goals en route to a 4-] victory.
Lessig's squad overwhelmed
the Blue Mules offensively, as
the junior forward pair of Jeff
Geddes and Todd Taplin played
their best game together to date.
Defensively, the Camels shut
down Colby, allowing only a
fluke goal. Senior goalie Kevin
Wolfe cited the exceptional play
of Tim Nickerson ('90), who
stepped in at a starting defensive
back position, as key in the
game.
CONN came home on
Wednesday, October 21st to
host Rhode Island College in
what proved to be a lopsided bat-
tle. The Camels, led by Taplin"
hat trick and a pair of goals by
Tim Smith ('90), routed RIC in
a game marred by sloppy play
by both teams.
With the offense having their
way with RIC, the Camel
defense seemingly lost their in-
tensity and surrendered three
late goals.
CONN's intensity was runn-
ing full throttle last Saturday,
however, as the Camels bumped
NESCAC rival Trinity College
2-0 in a close battle.
With the wind playing an im-
portant role, the Camels
dominated the first half of the
game and held on in the second
half to up their NESCAC record
to 3-2.
CONN scored on a first half
goal by Geddes and added an in-
surance goal by Taplin early in
the second half.
Tri-captain Wolfe described
Geddes' goal as crucial, citing
Geddes' ability to "get clutch
goals when you really need
them."
CONN recorded their fourth
shutout of the year last Wednes-
day, defeating Assumption Col-
lege 4-0. Despite a series of in-
juries, CONN played very con-
sistently according to Wolfe,
and dominated their opponents.
Freshman Mark Waldeck,
stepping in for the injured
Wolfe, played with confidence
and composure as he recorded
his first career shutout.
The Camels were once again
aided by the scoring punch of
Taplin, Geddes, and Smith, as
the team appears to have re-
bounded from an early season
goal drought.
CONN will need all the goals
it can muster for the remainder
of the season. After dropping a
few games early in the year, the
Camels find themselves at the
cutting edge of a possible post-
season berth.
"We control our own
destiny," Wolfe said. "If we
win all our remaining games,
we'1I go to the tournament. "
A spot in the ECAC Division
III tourney was a pre-season
goal for Lessig's· club, and
recovering from a rough start,
their hopes are still alive.
by Marc LaPlace
Sports Editor
The Connecticut College Men's Basketball Team was all prepared
to put an early end to their trick-or-treating on Halloween night, and
ring in the new basketball season with a midnight running time trial
down at the athletic center. But Coach MARTIN SCHOEPFER and
his players realized that they they could begin physical fitness tests
one day before the November 1 midnight deadline according to
NESCAC rules, and so Schoepfer decided to do away with the mid-
night practice, and conduct fitness testing the day before the team's
first official practice on November 1st. No need for the team to I
burn the midnight oil, after all.
. * * *
The Connecticut College Sailing Team captured their second
straight New England Championship last weekend winning the Shell
Trophy at M.I.T. This dinghy championship qualified CONN for
the Atlantic Coast Championships which will be held at Harvard on
the Charles River in two weeks.
See sailing article next week for all the details.
* * *
ATHLETE OF THE WEEK: Junior SARAH YOUNG of the
women's cross country team took first place overall against Quin-
nipiac last Saturday, setting a course record of 18:30.
Young also broke the CONN 5000 meter record of 18:56 set by
RIPLEY GREPPIN ('87) at Wesleyan in 1985.
"Sarah has developed into one of the top 25 or 30 runners in New
England Division III," Coach NED BISHOP said. "We are very
much looking forward to the ECAC and New England Champion-
ships for her.
f
onnecticut College Women's Soccer.
Women's Soccer
Drops Big Game
by Beth McKiernan
The College Voice
The Connecticut College
Women's Soccer Team seemed
to have all things in their favor
going into last. Wednesday's
game against Wesleyan. The
home field advantage, a number
three ranking in New England, a
number 14 ranking in the nation,
and a 10-2 record compared to
Wesleyan's less than mediocre
record of 4-9. But somehow,
Wesleyan slipped away with a
2-0 win.
"Wesleyan had a mental
edge," co-captain Christa
Burgess ('88) said. "They had
everything to win and nothing to
lose. We were under a lot of
pressure."
The pressure Burgess speaks
. of comes from both the
challenge of playing up to their
rankings, as well as the
possibility of being chosen for
the NIAC tournament. Unfor-
tunately for CONN, the loss to
Wesleyan does not help their
chances for a NIAC berth.
The Camels had numerous of-
fensive opportunities in the first
half, but an outstanding perfor-
mance from the Wesleyan goal
keeper denied CONN any goals.
After a scoreless first half
Wesleyan_got onto the board fiv~
minutes into the second half, and
added a second goal nine
minutes later.
'.'Naturally we were disap-
pomted," Coach Ken Kline said
about the loss. .,We're a good
team and we really didn't show
it today. It's the first time this
season that we were not the same
team."
Kline also pointed out that his
squad dominated the game
statistically with more shots and
corner kicks, as they have for
most of the season. But as
CONN found out first hand
against ,wesleyan, it is goals and
not statistics that win games.
